POINT COUNTERPOINT

Does Colour-Coded Labelling Reduce
the Risk of Medication Errors?
THE “PRO” SIDE
The practice of colour-coding is controversial among
patient safety groups because of insufficient evidence demonstrating that it is effective in reducing medication errors,1,2 the
numerous problems that have been reported with the use of
colour-code systems,3,4 and the availability of technology
(bar-coding) that minimizes the human element in the final
check during drug administration.5 Although the use of colour is
often endorsed,6-8 inconsistent application of colour schemes can
cause confusion and has contributed to medication
misadventures. Despite these limitations, colour is used in
various areas of medicine, and the following descriptions highlight some of the most common colour techniques.
Colour branding is commonly used to distinguish one
product from others within the same class. Colour may also be
used to identify a particular manufacturer, rather than emphasizing a particular drug or dosage, but this practice can contribute
to picking errors.
Colour-coding is the systematic, standardized application of
a colour system to classify and identify products, generally
within the same pharmacologic class.2 Such systems allow people
to match particular colours to specific functions. The majority of
research in this area has focused on the use of colour-coding to
reflect different levels of implied hazard.1 For example, red is
perceived to represent a high hazard level.9 The Institute for Safe
Medication Practices Canada has recommended the use of red
packaging and labelling for neuromuscular blocking agents.10
Another example that will be familiar to many
readers is the requirement to use black-cap packaging for potassium chloride concentrate. All manufacturers must now follow
this directive because of the high potential risk that concentrated
potassium chloride poses to the patient.11,12
Colour-coding systems are common in other areas of health
care. For example, wristbands in standard colours have been used
to identify patients with specific conditions (e.g., allergies). These
wristbands help to prevent confusion that could lead to medication errors, misidentification, and death.13 Anesthesiologists in
the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and Great
Britain have adopted a colour-coding system for
user-applied syringe labels for anesthetic drugs. Although the
intention is to reduce the risk of error due to accidental syringe
swapping,14 evidence for the effectiveness of this strategy is
limited and mixed.15,16 The American Academy of Ophthalmology has recommended a uniform colour-coding system
for the caps and labels of all topical ocular medications.17 The
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Academy collaborated with the US Food and Drug Administration and industry to establish this colour system in response to
reports of serious adverse events resulting from patients
having difficulty distinguishing between different products.17
Colour matching uses colour to safely match one item to
another. For example, a medical device may have a blue plug that
inserts into a blue receptacle, a yellow plug that inserts into a
yellow receptacle, and so forth. This technique has been used to
match the length of a child (for an accurate estimation of weight)
to a colour zone corresponding to appropriate drug doses,
appropriate sizes of commonly used equipment (such as
endotracheal and nasogastric tubes), and appropriate IV fluid
volumes. Use of such a tool was associated with a significant
reduction in deviation from recommended doses in simulated
pediatric emergencies.18
Colour differentiation involves the use of colour to enhance
features on labels and packaging, to help users discriminate one
drug or product strength from another. Use of this colour technique enhances the noticeability of a label by increasing the speed
and accuracy of label identification and the perceived readability
of labels.1 In addition, label colour has been demonstrated to
influence compliance levels, with higher levels of compliance
being associated with red labels than with either black or green
ones.1
By current convention, purple is used to denote oral
syringes and yellow to denote epidural syringes.6 Yellow-striped
tubing differentiates epidural tubing from regular IV tubing and
is recommended to reduce the likelihood of mix-ups.19 In fact,
yellow-striped tubing should never be used for anything other
than epidural infusion.20 Anecdotal examples describe the
successful use of colour differentiation to reduce other types of
medication errors.8
In summary, the available literature favours the judicious use
of 2 colour techniques: colour differentiation and colour
matching. However, the effectiveness of any colour used on drug
labels and packaging should be validated before it is adopted for
that purpose.21 Colour-coding has not been tested as a way
to prevent medication errors, and evidence exists that it may
actually contribute to some errors.3 Colour-coding should
therefore be used with extreme caution and only after international standardization.
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THE “CON” SIDE
Colour-coding is a system of using colours to categorize
elements within a set of some kind, for example, to identify a
particular drug or a therapeutic class of drugs. The concept of
colour-coding and its application to pharmaceutical products as
a way to enhance medication safety is a complex topic. Although
ISMP Canada does not have an official position on colourcoding of pharmaceuticals, our experience in this field leads me
to argue against colour-coding for pharmaceutical product
labelling.
I would like to begin with 2 distinctions that are relevant to
this discussion. First is the distinction between colour-coding and
the use of colour to enhance label design. In a colour-coding
system, the colour itself has a specific meaning. In contrast, when
colour is used in label design, it gives prominence to critical
information by highlighting that information (thus differentiating certain details), but there is no meaning inherent in the
colour itself. The second distinction is between colour-coding of
pharmaceutical products and colour-coding of devices. Use of
yellow infusion tubing for epidural administration of medications has been advocated, and we could imagine the use of
matching yellow minibags and syringes for the medications
themselves. In this situation, the colour yellow would have a
particular meaning and ideally would be a redundant cue,
complementing intelligent design features, such as unique
connectors to ensure incompatibility and separation of epidural
administration systems from intravenous administration systems.
The greatest limitation to colour-coding of pharmaceuticals
is the limited number of absolute identifiable colours: fewer than
10. Yet there are many classes or categories of drugs, many lookalike pairs of medication names, and thousands of marketed
pharmaceutical products. Also, given the known limitations of
human memory, it may be unreasonable to expect health care
providers (including physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and technicians) to remember multiple or complex colour-coding systems.
Some groups have attempted to apply colour-coding to
pharmaceuticals within their respective specialties. A 2004 review
by the Council on Scientific Affairs of the American Medical
Association identified 2 examples of colour-coding of pharmaceuticals: one in the field of ophthalmology and the other in
anesthesiology.1 So far, no clear evidence has emerged to indicate
that colour-coding of pharmaceuticals in these fields is beneficial.
Fasting and Gisvold2 reported that drug errors in anesthesia are
uncommon, representing only a small proportion of anesthesia
problems but having the potential for serious morbidity. They
concluded that inadvertent syringe swaps most often involved
syringes of equal size, and this type of switch was not prevented
by colour-coding syringe labels.
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The application of colour-coding might have limited
success if the specialty setting can be controlled and standardized,
but if the setting grows and a greater number of different colours
is required, or if the number of people handling medications
increases, the potential advantages of colour-coding might be
outweighed by potential confusion. Furthermore, the risk of
substitution errors could also increase if products typically used
outside the particular specialty happen to have similar packaging
and colour. The Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP)
in the United States has promoted the use of colour-coding for
user-applied labels in anesthesia (i.e., when anesthesia drugs are
prepared in a syringe and labelled in the operating room). This
organization notes that the standardized colours developed by the
American Society for Testing and Materials are intended to
differentiate drug classes and that, in most cases, anesthesia
providers require only one product from each class.3 ISMP (US)
emphasizes that the colour-coding system for anesthesia products
was not designed for commercial product labels and warns
against use of commercially available colour-coded, prefilled
syringes outside the operating room. Mix-ups due to selection
errors among products within a class of drugs (e.g., morphine,
fentanyl, and hydromorphone) could cause serious harm.
Another area of interest is the potential use of colour for
labelling of manufacturer-prepared solutions for IV administration. In this context, products containing medications must be
well differentiated from infusion solutions that do not contain
medications (e.g., 0.9% sodium chloride or 5% dextrose in
water). For example, the use of red type for the name of a
medication in a manufacturer-prepared infusion bag gives a
redundant cue that the solution contains a medication. Some
readers may feel that the preceding statement amounts to an
argument in favour of a form of colour-coding for pharmaceutical
product labelling. In my view, however, this position is consistent
with a recommendation to use colour to give prominence to
critical information.
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In summary, the use of colour-coding for pharmaceutical
product labelling is problematic because of the limited number
of truly different colours and the large number of pharmaceutical products, classes, and categories. Nonetheless, the use of such
colour-coding within specialties, such as anesthesiology and
ophthalmology, warrants further study. In fact, this issue
represents an opportunity for health care stakeholders, such as
health care professionals, drug manufacturers, experts in the field,
and regulators, to collaborate in gathering evidence (undertaking
further research if required) and developing a position statement
to guide practice. Such a position statement should elaborate on
the use of colour to enhance label design and differentiation and
the use of colour-coding to distinguish devices for different forms
of drug administration; it should also recognize that optimal
design does not rely on colour alone and should take into
account the characteristics of the global pharmaceutical industry.
The International Medication Safety Network or the World
Health Organization would be ideally situated to lead such an
effort.
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